
PREVIEW OF 2023 - 2024  GARDEN FELLOWSHIP APPLICATION
APPLICATION OPENS DECEMBER 5, 2022
APPLICATION CLOSES JANUARY 30, 2023 at 11:59PM

1. Name of Artist
2. Permanent Address
3. Age
4. Contact Email
5. Contact Phone Number
6. Website
7. Social Media
8. Headshot
9. Please attach a CV
10. Please attach an Artist Bio
11. Please attach an Artist Statement

Questionnaire: Multiple Choice (YES OR NO)
12. Are you a member of TILA Studios or have worked with TILA Studios Creative agency

program?
13. Have you attended ART BASEL Miami in the previous years?
14. Have you participated in ART BASEL Miami in the previous years?
15. Are you working as an artist that is based in Georgia? If so please provide, county and

city.
16. Are you available for all dates required and listed above?

Short Answers:
17. How will the Garden Fellowship accelerate your art career and why do you want to

participate now at this stage in your career? (250 words)

18. In 3 to 5 years, Where do you imagine yourself as a Black Women Artist and your art
career in the art industry locally, nationally and globally? (250 words)

19. As a community of Black Women Artists, we uphold the standard that we are resources
to each other and continue to strive to help one another in our artistic journeys. How do



you see yourself being a resource in sisterhood and practice within your cohort of
Garden Fellows? ( 250 words)

20. WORK SAMPLES (REQUIRED 10 HIGH RES IMAGES OF ARTWORK)
*** Do not include installation or exhibition view of a series or body of work, upload individual
images of artwork. Do not upload close up or detailed shots. We want 10 original images of 10
selected works from your portfolio.

Image List Guidelines
FILE NAME
Update your file name to be easily read as Lastname-titleofwork-1.jpg

- Johnson-Nightview-1.jpg

CAPTION
Caption each image with the title, media, and size.

- Nightview, Erica Johnson, oil on canvas, 14in. x 20in.

IMAGE LIST
When creating your list, the work sample and its caption should correspond with the number in
the file name.

- 1. “Nightview, Erica Johnson, oil on canvas, 14in. x 20in.


